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Introduction
Welcome to our Winter 2016/17
Newsletter.

In addition to our self-build work
Foxley Tagg covers a wide number of
sectors and project sizes.

Last year was an extremely busy
one with regard to custom and self
-build projects. The sector has
really gone from strength to
strength and given our
involvement with the National
Custom & Self Build Association
(NACSBA) we are at the forefront
with regard to developing such
projects.

You would think that major housing or
commercial schemes would be the
most complex projects that we deal
with, however we are never
surprised at the complexity and the
extent that custom and self-build
schemes can be technically challenging once we receive comments
from consultees and especially when
neighbours get in on the act.

Our involvement with NACSBA
provides Foxley Tagg the
opportunity to contribute and help
shape future planning policies
through meetings and working
with Ministers and supporting
agencies.
Sally Tagg recently met with MP
Richard Bacon, the Chair of the All
Party Political Group (APPG) for
Self Build, Custom and Community
Led Homebuilding and Placemaking, in addition to other leading
people at the Right to Build Expo .
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Into 2017 we look forward to the publication of the
Housing White Paper and further progress of the
Neighbourhood Planning Bill as both are expected
to have implications for the sector whether you
are undertaking self or custom build .

One particular application of ours
from 2016 attracted over 100
comments, despite it being on the
face of it, a straightforward
replacement dwelling application.

Sally Tagg will continue to work as part of the
NACSBA Executive Board in 2017, with Foxley Tagg
working to facilities clients in the sector in order to
keep up the momentum achieved during 2016.

This newsletter provide a review of
the aforementioned project and a
selection of other self-build schemes
from 2016.

The growth of the custom and self-build sector has
clearly been apparent in 2016 through the
increase in the number of new clients projects
commenced last year looking to develop sites for
single plot new builds, or replacement dwellings
and also larger scale developments.

Home Building & Renovating
Shows 2017
Foxley Tagg were again ever
present at the Homebuilding &
Renovating Shows throughout
2016 with our team providing
free advice sessions leading in
many cases to live projects.
The advice sessions were
extremely poplar with clients
offered 15 minutes free planning
advice on everything from
building on a new plot to
extending an existing home.
With the 2017 show schedules
now released our attention is
drawn to the biggest show of
them all, the National Show,
which is again to be held at the
NEC, near Birmingham.
The 2017 National Show will be
at the NEC between 23rd to
26th March 2017.
Other shows dates in 2017
where Foxley Tagg will be
there to help you include:



Surrey (Sandown Park
Racecourse): 1st & 2nd of
July 2017



London (ExCel): 22nd, 23rd
& 24th of September 2017



Harrogate (Harrogate
International Centre): 3rd,
4th & 5th of November
2017



Somerset (Bath & West
Showground): 18th & 19th
of November 2017.

In addition to the ever popular
Planning Clinic, Sally Tagg (HBR
Magazine Planning Expert) will
each day be presenting the
seminars as identified overleaf.

This year the NEC seminars
include a brand new 3rd session
on ‘Prior Approval’ and what is
possible without planning
permission in terms of
conversions so as to potentially
create new dwellings from
agricultural buildings, offices or
industrial property.

Sally Tagg’s NEC Seminars 2017

11.00: Planning Permission: How to find your way through the Planning Maze.
Ever popular introduction to the planning process. Discover the tactics that will maximise your chances of
getting consent for your homebuilding or renovating project. Learn how the system works, who makes the
decisions, how to influence them, when to compromise, when to appeal and more.

12:00: Permitted Development: How to improve your home without having to apply for
Planning Permission.
An introduction to permitted development rights - the extensions, improvements and alterations you can
make to your home without having to submit a Planning Application. Learn how to make the most of the
recent relaxation of Permitted Development rules in England plus how to combine Permitted
Development and Planning Permission to maximise development potential.

16:00: Prior Notification – What can you achieve without having to apply for planning
permission? (NEC Only)
Prior Notification is an extension of ‘permitted development’ and is a little-known and under-utilised tool
that can create some exciting opportunities to create new homes from redundant offices, light industrial
or agricultural buildings. Sally will guide you through the art of the possible and explain how to make the
most of prior notification so as to create a unique home.

Sign up to Self-Build
The Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act 2015 requires
each Local Planning Authority
to keep a register of individuals
who are seeking to acquire
serviced plots of land in the
authority’s area in order to build
self or custom built houses.
Applicants must meet all of the
eligibility criteria for entry on the
register.
Each individual that applies for
entry on the register must be:


aged 18 or older;



a British citizen, a national
of a EEA State other than
the United Kingdom, or a
national of Switzerland;
and



be seeking (either alone or
with others) to acquire a
serviced plot of land in the
relevant authority’s area to
build a house to occupy as
that individual’s sole or
main residence.

As a minimum, relevant
authorities should at least have
a webpage which is dedicated
to self-build and custom
housebuilding.
This should be used to set out
what the authority is doing to
promote opportunities for selfbuild and custom housebuilding
in their area, explain the
purpose of and how to apply for
entry on the register.

You can sign up to as many
registers as you like by visiting
different authorities website or
there are specific websites
which will assist in streamlining
the process. Visit:
www.localselfbuildregister.co.uk
It is important that as many
people as possible sign up so as
to help demonstrate demand
for self and custom building.
With greater evidence of
demand the sector will grow
more rapidly in direct response

to demand, the effect being
that more plots and sites will be
bought forward either by local
authorities or other landowners.
In addition more evidence of
demand will help to provide a firm
footing so that authorities can
justify more specific planning
policies when they produce new
Development Plans.

Some of the more interesting homebuilding projects from 2016….

Case Study: Restless Natives
Foxley Tagg were approached by clients who owned an
existing detached house within the confines of a village and
within a Conservation Area. The owner had previously been
unsuccessful with regard to redeveloping the site for 2 units and
therefore a replacement dwelling was considered to be the
best option to overcome the previous refusal.
Foxley Tagg prepared a detailed planning and heritage case in
support of the development and worked closely with Council
Officers both before submitting the application and during the
process . Whilst Officers supported the scheme there were an
unprecedented number of objections and comments. The
Council received around 80 objections and to put this into

context normally we may expect surrounding neighbours to
comment on any scheme but not people from as far away as
Spain!

Fortunately, and as is often the case the majority of comments
had no planning merits and a large proportion of the reminder
could satisfactorily be rebutted. One of the planning consultants
less well known roles in cases like this is to support the client
through the process and depersonalise matters extoling the
positives that a successful outcome would bring.
The application was approved and permission granted and
although the owners decided to move to pastures new the
purchasers will benefit and harmony will be restored.

Some of the more interesting homebuilding projects from 2016….

Case Study: Out in the Sticks
Foxley Tagg were approached by clients whose family owned a
small field near their riding centre. The land was some 1.5km
from a village with access via a small lane. In the area and save
for a riding centre there were a just a handful of houses.
The proposed scheme included a new two storey, four bedroom
house with a revised access and new landscaping. Normally
such an application would be refused by a Council for being
outside the local settlement boundary, however in this case
Foxley Tagg identified that the Council did not have sufficient
housing land and as such an opportunity was targeted.
Foxley Tagg therefore made a detailed planning case to justify
why the development should be supported and that, on
balance and taking into account a wide number of factors, the
site would be sustainable to develop.
The Council agreed with the case put forward and granted
planning permission for the development. This is a clear case of
the National Planning Policy Framework overriding old local
planning policies.
Many Councils are adopting new Development Plans and are
dealing with housing deficits, but opportunities still remain if you
have the right team on board to unlock them.

Contact Sally Tagg on 01242 222107 or via
office@ftplanning.co.uk to discuss your site.

Some of the more interesting homebuilding projects from 2016….

Case Study: Green Belt Fun & Games
Foxley Tagg were approached by our clients who own a
detached house in the Green Belt. The house had previously
been extended via an application which added a 2nd floor to
a small dwelling.
Local planning policies set out restrictions with regard to
floor space and volume increases based on the scale of the
original dwelling and not as it now exists. An application for a
replacement dwelling based only on the scale of the original
dwelling would have yielded a dwelling not much larger than
the existing.

Therefore, as the national planning stance differs to the local
position, an application was made with calculations relating to
the existing dwelling and not the original. Despite the Council
agreeing to the approach they refused the scheme due to the
that fact the attic had habitable “floorspace” which took the
scheme over their limits.
A revised application was swiftly made with a hipped roof,
instead of a ridged roof and with no “floorspace” in the attic.
The application was approved by the Council. Save for the roof
shape and 2nd floor the schemes were the same. With the 2nd
application approved the 1st has now been appealed so as to
seek an independent judgement on the client’s preferred
scheme.

Contact Sally Tagg on 01242 222107 or via
office@ftplanning.co.uk to discuss your site.

www.foxleytaggplanning.co.uk
office@ftplanning.co.uk

Tel: 01242 222107

